WHY DO ELECTRIC BILLS INCREASE AFTER
INSTALLATION OF A “SMART” METER?

THE RADIATION EMITTED BY “SMART”
METERS IS HAZARDOUS!

High start-up currents from motors like
refrigerator compressors are averaged out by
Analog meters, but “smart” meters record them.
Also, bad calibration, electric arcing and
malfunction can raise your bill. Some suspect the
changeover to “s”-meters masks a covert rate
increase.

Cancer & RF Radiation. The World Health
Organization and the International Agency For
Research On Cancer state that Radio Frequency
(RF) electro-magnetic fields (EMF) from nonionizing radiation-emitting devices [such as “smart”
meters] are a Class 2-B CARCINOGEN (like lead
& DDT), which means they may cause cancer.
Documented EMF studies also show: DNA breaks,
endrocrine
disruption,
heart
arrhythmia,
ADD/ADHD, and more.

Time-of-Use pricing. This is a real “cash cow” for
the utilities. In the TOU pricing scheme, they will
charge more during “peak” daytime usage hours.
Utilities say we’ll save money. But that’s only if
we reduce consumption by using our appliances
mostly at night. “Smart” meters just measure
energy.
Only
YOU
can
save
energy!
“Smart” meters consume power, analog
meters do not. The added drain on power
stations from the installation and operating costs of
millions of “s”-meters will be charged to customers!
“Opt out” fees: Under growing pressure,
Florida utilities may propose “opt out” to those
who refuse. Demanding payment to avoid a risk or
injury is usually called “extortion.”
Check real-time usage online? “S”-meters can
actually identify which appliance is drawing current,
but the utilities will only show you day-old,
cumulative usage online, not the itemized cost of
each appliance. Why go online for that? Our bills
already show total usage!
Data from an SDG&E customer’s bills show
what the Utilities do NOT want YOU to know:

“Smart” meters transmit radiation every few
seconds all day long, which adds up to hundreds
of times more radiation exposure—even at many
feet away—than that of cell phones. Children,
pregnant women, seniors, people with immune
deficiencies and people with medical implants are
especially at risk. Also pets and plants.
Upon installation of smart meters, some people
experience headaches, ringing ears, dizziness,
breathing problems, insomnia, nausea, cognitive
problems, memory loss, muscle spasms, heart
problems, and even seizures. Some have had to
abandon their homes. These symptoms only
began after smart meters were installed.
Time bomb. Is there scientific proof that EMF are
harmful? The majority of studies—not industry-funded—
say YES! Visit smartmeterdangers.org (click research)
to read dozens of unbiased studies. At first, the dangers
of smoking and asbestos were ignored. Many illnesses,
like cancer, take years to develop. Are you willing to
gamble with your family’s health when you can
REFUSE? “Smart” meters are a Trojan Horse of our
time.

“According to a large body of scientific literature,
Radio Frequencies have deleterious medical
effects on people. Babies and children will be
particularly sensitive to the mutagenic and [cancercausing] effects of the radio frequency radiation.”
—Dr. Helen Caldicott

Source: StopSmartMeters.org

Why does your utility assert the smart
meters they are installing are safe? In a
sentence, they are protected by the very high
limits the FCC has set for public exposure to
radio-frequency (RF) radiation.

Wireless
Microwave
“Smart” Meters
Are They Smart
For You?
____________________________________________

What is a “Smart” Meter?
It is a new, wireless replacement for the
reliable and long-lasting analog electric, gas
and water meters on homes and businesses.
Unlike an analog (electro-mechanical) meter,
a “smart” meter is a surveillance device that
monitors your “energy consumption behavior.”
It emits biologically destructive “pulsed”
microwave radiation every few seconds into
your home and neighborhood and may
cause cancer, damage your DNA, harm
wildlife, catch fire, and disable computers
and appliances. People all across the USA
and the world are REFUSING so-called
“smart” meters for all of these health, privacy
and safety problems. Demand moratoria!
**

TAKE ACTION NOW!

**

For information on how to REFUSE a smart
meter, visit microwavechasm.org/, or email
smartmeterradiation@gmail.com.
Installers may be in your neighborhood
already, so ACT QUICKLY! Call and write to
your utility and notify them that you REFUSE
the installation of a “smart” meter, and
demand to retain the analog! Place a “NO
TREPASS” sign next to your analog meter
indicating you FORBID a “smart” meter.

CHASM
(Coalition for Health,
AGAINST Smart Meters)
microwavechasm.org/
smartmeterradiation@gmail.com

